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ABSTRACT
Tuberculosis is an airborne disease that affects many organs in the body especially lungs. This disease is
caused by a bacteria known as Mycobacterium Tuberculosis. When the bacteria becomes active it affects
the body. If the disease is not treated properly a loss of life may occur. A robotic detection of tuberculosis
is presented in this paper with the help of patient chest x ray(CXR).The input image is then filtered by
Gaussian filter to remove noise and then the lung region gets segmented by using graph cut segmentation.
The segmented lung region is partitioned into four lobes. The infected region is then segmented for that
region the feature values are calculated. With these values it is classified as normal or abnormal by using
Ada boost classifier.
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 TUBERCULOSIS
Tuberculosis, a disease in many countries especially in India a burden one. A precise diagnostic
method is necessary in order to identify the disease at an early stage to avoid spreading to others.
Microscopic sputum culture is examined in many countries to identify the bacteria. But this is
slow process to identify whether the bacteria is present in the sample. So a premature detection is
necessary to avoid spreading of bacteria. There are two types of tuberculosis one is latent and the
other is active. When the bacteria enters the body and starts fighting against with immune system
and stop spreading bacteria inside the body but it cannot kill those bacteria which means latent. If
immune system fails to stop preventing from spreading of those bacteria means it is active. It can
take two to four weeks to start spreading after entering inside the body and affects mainly lungs
and then to bone and nervous system. The symptoms are not known in latent TB in-case of active
TB symptoms are clearly known to the infected patient. If the patient takes medicine for nearly
six months if they are latent stage they can be prevented from loss of their life.
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Figure 1: Chart that represent the Tuberculosis disease in world wide
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Therefore it is necessary to eradicate the disease. For that spreading of the disease should be
reduced. In order to avoid spreading it is essential to identify the presence of Tuberculosis disease
in latent stage itself. Once the presence of disease is identified then proper medicine could save
their life.

1.2 RELATED WORK
In order to detect Tuberculosis many research work is going on. But detecting tuberculosis with
CXR is difficult because of the suppression of rib bones. Different techniques are used to segment
the lung region by using combined lung masks, multiclass regulation parameters.
Claviclesegmentation can be employed to remove clavicles from CXR images. So that
identification of TB is easier. For the past 10 years there are many papers are published in CAD
systems with CXR as input images. The developed CAD systems are successful for detecting
cancer. With CXR images segmentation of lung region is difficult task due to the suppression of
the clavicles. With many CXR images the regions are extracted with lung models. Segmentation
masks are used for segmenting the lung regions. Average of three different masks is used. But
combining the lung masks is a difficult task. With shape and texture the lung regions are
segmented as normal and abnormal. Lung region gets segmented robustly with two stages one as
by using average lung shape model and the other is done with lung boundary detection.
Multiclass regulation parameters learning are used for graph cut image segmentation.

2. METHOD
2.1 OVERALL ARCHITECTURE
The diagram presents the implementation methods for preprocessing, segmentation, partitioning,
lesion extraction and then feature extraction and classification by using Ada boost which results
the image as abnormal and also it indicates the infected region is present in which lobe too.
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Figure2: shows the architecture of the system processing at each steps

2.2 ALGORITHM
1)The input for diagnosing tuberculosis is Chest X Ray(CXR) images.
2)Noise may present in the images so preprocessing is necessary to remove noises. Filtering is the
preprocessing step which removes noise from the image. Gaussian filter, a filter used here.
3)Graph cut algorithm is used for segmenting the lungs from CXR images.
4)Then the segmented lungs are partition into upper, middle, lower and center parts.
5)Focal lesion is an infected area of tuberculosis mostly occur in the upper lobe of CXR images
and it is detected
6)For that lesion feature values are calculated. Various features are skew, kurtosis, standard
deviation.
7)Ada boost classifier is used to classify the image whether it is normal or abnormal. If it is
abnormal then the abnormal lobe is specified.

2.3 GAUSSIAN FILTERING
Gaussian filter blur the image and then remove the noise from it. It is used in numerous research
areas. The Gaussian filter works by using the 2D distribution as a point-spread function.
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G(x) =
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(2.3)

Figure 3: Gaussian Filter

2.4 GRAPH CUT SEGMENTATION
Segmentation is a process of separating individual objects from the whole image. There are
various segmentation algorithms. The most relevant method for CXR image is graph cut based
segmentation. In graph cut segmentation a graph contains vertex and edges. Assign a constant
value for an image and also calculate the modulus value of an image. With these values construct
a height and weight. By connecting four points in the graphs height and weight edges are
calculated. Vertices are calculated from the modulus and edge value. Select one or more
foreground and background pixel. For each pixel the pixel values are calculated. Then pixel
values are again converted into pixel location once the segmentation is completed.

Figure 4: Graph cut output

2.5 LUNG PARTITION
The lungs are partitioned into four lobes as upper, middle, lower and central lobes. Tuberculosis
mainly affects in the upper and lower lobes.The Lungs are partitioned by distance measures of
rows and columns.So this partition helps in calculating the presence of disease exact manner
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Figure 5: Upper and middle lobes

Figure 6: Lower lobes

2.6 FOCAL LESION
Focal lesion is an infected area. In CXR images focal lesion is the tuberculosis infected region.
Tissues are more abnormal in this region. This region needs to be detected in order to detect the
presence of tuberculosis in an accurate manner. This is detected by fixing a threshold value.
Infected region

Figure 7: Infected region

2.7 FEATURE EXTRACTION
Feature extraction is necessary in image processing. The goal of feature selection is to classify the
image as normal or abnormal. By eliminating the redundant features the classifier performance
can be improved. The benefits of feature selection are to understanding the data, effectiveness and
prediction. The classifier function is to determine whether or not a patient affected by
Tuberculosis disease. When the feature generation is success the classifier performance can be
improved much and so the disease presence can be predicted accurately. The various features
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calculated for identifying the presence of this disease is Skewness, kurtosis, standard deviation,
area and perimeter.
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Figure 2.7.1 shows feature extraction values

minlen= regionprops(x,MinorAxisLength)

…………

2.7.8

elongation =((maxlen.MajAxisLenminlen.MinAxisLen)minlen.MinAxisLen)*100…...2.7.9
majorax = maxlen(x).MajorAxisLength ………………..
minax = minlen(x).MinorAxisLength ………… .

2.7.10
2.7.11

2.8 CLASSIFICATION
Ada boost is a device learning meta algorithm. In order to boost the performance of Ada boost
algorithm it can be used with some other machine learning algorithm. If these boosting
algorithms are employed then the weighted sum is the output of the algorithm. Ada boost is
sensitive to pierce data and outliers. Boosting can be seen as minimization of a convex loss
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function over a convox set of functions.Ada boost algorithm correctly predicts misclassified
tuples as a correct one. It is simple to implement.

Figure 2.8.1 shows output of the classifier

Figure: 2.8.2 shows sample comparative analysis of a disease classification with many classifiers in which
Ada boost is the best one

3. CONCLUSION
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Tuberculosis disease is a disease and it spreads in rapid manner by air when someone is infected
by this disease. Therefore an early diagnosis is necessary in order to avoid from spreading of the
disease. An automated system that diagnosis the presence of tuberculosis is necessary. By using
Gaussian filter the noise is removed which makes the image more clear. The graph cut approach
is applied to segment the lung portion and then by feature extraction the features are extracted. By
using Ada Boost classifier the normal or abnormal portion of lung along with lung lobes are
classified. Thus the presence of tuberculosis is detected using this automated system. This system
is more useful in country where the presence of radiologist is rare.
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